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i hope the security world learns from this. i am a security nut; i always try to be careful with my
passwords. i also recommend that you change your default admin account name and password,
and change the default username. that is the best protection. after a lot of searching and a fair
bit of research, i was still unable to determine what the default username and password was for

the hikvision hs-ms-1002. it was named ********* with the default username and password of
"admin" and "12345". we are continuously adding to the list of default admin and username and

password combinations for more vulnerable cameras. many of these cameras are now being
replaced with avtech cameras, which are no longer vulnerable due to their default username and
password. if your hikvision hs-ms-1002, hs-ms-2005 or hs-ms-2005-d is vulnerable to the default
username and password of "admin" and "12345", you may have a vulnerability. the cameras are
listed as vulnerable to a default username and password of "admin" and "12345", but i am listing
them here for reference. the default username and password for these cameras are "admin" and

"admin". you can also access the camera through a web browser using the ip address of the
camera. to do this, you must be able to log in as a user with access to the camera. for example,
if you are using a router to connect to the internet and access the camera, you need to know the
login id and password of the user that is connected to the router. if you are accessing the camera

through a computer directly connected to the internet, you will need to know the ip address of
the camera. you will then be able to access the camera by using a web browser to go to address

of camera. for example, if the ip address of the camera is 12.34.56.78, you will access the
camera by using a web browser to go to > real life cam free username password when you have
finished your troubleshooting session, make sure that you remove all recording devices from the

camera.
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your camera may have the username and password set to the default values of admin and admin. if
you are able to access your camera remotely, then the default username and password is most likely

admin and admin. changing the defaults to something else is the best way to prevent others from
gaining access to your camera. this is a very common problem for cameras shipped from china and
taiwan that use the hikvision brand name. the hikvision hik-id product will continue to operate under
the default username and password, and the hik-avc product will use the default credentials. if you
are able to access your camera remotely, then the default username and password is most likely
admin and admin. changing the defaults to something else is the best way to prevent others from
gaining access to your camera. the use of default passwords in production systems is considered
poor practice.at the very least, all surveillance network devices, including cameras, clients, and
servers, should be changed from the defaults with strong passwords, documented in a secure

location. this prevents access to the network using simple password guessing, requiring a more
skilled attacker and more complex methods. lawrence is a self-taught programmer who found his

passion for programming at the age of twelve. he had always been very interested in computers and
technology, but when he began learning to program, that became his obsession. lawrence quickly
started creating websites and services to help people online; everything from websites for small
businesses to social media management tools. in his spare time, lawrence enjoys reading comics

books while on an airplane or eating a bowl of cereal with milk on top. 5ec8ef588b
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